Classified Ads

Rates
Minimum charge $40.00 up to 10 lines, average of six words per line; $3.00 per line thereafter. Add $5.00 for box number. No ad shall be longer than 30 lines. Payment with order, due the first of the month prior to month of publication.

Exceptions - IEEE Computer Society member ads for positions wanted: $10.00 up to 10 lines; $1.00 per line thereafter. Situations wanted ads for unemployed Society members are run free. Include IEEE member number in either case.

Universities Computer Centre, Rangoon, Burma: UNESCO-supported contract for 2 nine-month positions in Computer Simulation and Business Systems for Sept. 1975 to June 1976. Send resume and 3 references to:

H. D. Huskey, Computer Center University of California, Santa Cruz, CA 95064

Assistant/Associate/Visiting Professor: Applications are invited for faculty positions in Computer Engineering effective September 1975. The Department offers graduate and undergraduate degree programs in Computer Engineering and has active research opportunities. Also, requests for Visiting Professorships from people at other universities or in industry are invited. Women and minority group members are encouraged to make applications. Further information can be obtained from E. Stabler, Search Committee, Electrical and Computer Engineering Department, 111 Link Hall, Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York 13210.

Computer Architecture Research: We have an excellent position in our research laboratory for a person with a Ph.D. or equivalent in Computer Science or Computer Engineering, with emphasis on hardware systems design, and a sound understanding of operating system structures to:
- Investigate techniques for interconnecting LSI microprocessors to achieve the effective computing power of a large computing system.
- Study methods of creating cost-effective techniques for guaranteeing correct operation and continuous availability of the system.
- Determine desirable characteristics of a microprocessor that is to be utilized in the above environments.

Please send resume to Janet Porretti, Personnel, SPERRY RESEARCH CENTER 100 North Road Sudbury, Massachusetts 01776 Equal Opportunity Employer

High Speed Paper Tape Reader: Model R8016P—designed for direct interface with National Models IMP-8P and IMP-16P. Features include: assembler program loading in less than 120 seconds; use of photo-electrical character detector for more reliable loading; a 40-line ribbon cable that directly interfaces with National unit; and complete software package that works with National software. Includes manual tape-advance push-button on front panel to allow easy removal of tapes. Reader is assembled in a stand-alone cabinet that measures 17 X 8 X 5 1/2"; available in an optional 19" RETMA rack mount. Power requirements: 115 V, 60 Hz, single phase with optional 220V, 50 Hz models available. Price: $895. — iCOM, Inc., Canoga Park, CA.
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CIRCUITS Integrated circuits 650-673 85
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